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Data growth, high-performance applications, competitive technologies, and mergers and acquisitions impel
organizations today to add and refresh storage systems. Datacenter managers also look at technology upgrades,
server and storage consolidation, and data center relocation, which necessitate data movement. To address
these needs, organizations seek effective storage migration to minimize downtime and meet application
availability demands.
We, at Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), understand the migration ecology and offer our Storage Migration
services. Our migration methodology encompasses homogeneous and cross-vendor storage platforms. Our
solutions thereby help reduce your Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and meet business goals.

Overview
Moving business data smoothly while ensuring data integrity
and its alliance with application and hardware requires planning
and skill. At TCS, we tailor our services, resources, and techniques
by assessing your existing technical environment and the nature
of challenges you face. The process for our storage migration
services starts with an evaluation of your existing infrastructure
and bandwidth on CAPEX involvement. We then offer a host-based,
storage-array-based, or appliance-based migration, depending
upon the requirement. This is done by using vendor specific
appliance based tools or host-based tools.
Our Storage Migration services reduce complexities in the migration
process, minimizing downtime when moving data. Our solution also
enhances integration to ensure technical compatibility between
multi-vendor servers, databases, and storage platforms.
We quicken co-ordination between potential stakeholders
for business applications, ensuring on-time engagement and
delivery. In addition, we conduct Business Impact Analysis for
storage migration and maintain data integrity, post-migration.
This helps meet SLA requirements and enhances end-user
satisfaction.
Our services are complemented by proven capabilities and tested
methodologies in storage migration, garnered from leading

storage vendors. We also have experienced and certified experts
for key technologies. Together, these enable us to manage
complete migration engagements, with minimal disruption
and associated costs.

Benefits
Our vendor-agnostic solution ensures customization for a best-fit
implementation. To offer additional advantages, our solution:
n
Uses documented best practices and methodologies to optimize

performance and ongoing maintenance;
n
Ensures a consistent delivery model with flexibility for onsite

and offshore deployment;
n
Increases IT service availability with minimal downtime required

for migration;
n
Reduces OPEX with the ability to buy exact service levels

as per business requirements;
n
Offers the ability to scale to integrate acquisitions;
n
Eliminates the need to focus on resource management.
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n
Delivery capabilities. Our proven Global Network Delivery Model

TM

TM

(GNDM ) ensures consistent, seamless, scalable,
timely, and high-quality delivery of services across the globe.
n
Skilled resource pool. We have skilled storage certified

professionals (SNIA and vendor-specific), who have significant
experience in storage migration.
n
Alliances. Our 360-degree alliances with leading storage

vendors enable us to serve as a single-window service provider.
n
Center of Excellence (CoE). Our Storage CoE enables R&D

consulting, industry interaction, and academic collaboration.
This ensures domain and technology thought leadership in
storage migration. We do this by mentoring the teams on
technological advancements, best practices development,
process improvements, and conducting Proof Of Concepts (POC).

About Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, business solutions and
outsourcing organization that delivers real results to global
businesses, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS
offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled
services delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery
ModelTM, recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software
development. A part of the Tata Group, India's largest industrial
conglomerate, TCS has over 160,000 of the world's best trained IT
consultants in 42 countries. The Company generated consolidated
revenues of over US $6.3 billion for fiscal year ended 31 March 2010
and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock
Exchange in India.
For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com
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Our proven implementation in storage migration is backed by
success stories from across the globe. We also differentiate the
engagement with our:

